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Designed and built with students 
front and center

Transforming Science Education

• Exploration is driven by 
students’ questions and ideas

• Builds on students’ prior 
knowledge and experiences

• Students use evidence to 
revise their thinking 

• Students figure out ideas as 
classroom community
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Field tested by teachers and 
students across the country



Transforming Science Education

All units reviewed by the Science Peer Review 
Panel at NextGenScience using the EQuIP Rubric

• ALL of the units are rated Quality Examples    
of Science Lessons and Units

• 16 units received the High Quality NGSS   
Design Badge ranking 

• 93% of materials submitted for review do      
not achieve a quality rating 

How OpenSciEd Materials Rank



Middle 
School 
Scope & 
Sequence

Transforming Science Education





Carolina Development Focus
Redesign the Teacher Guide
Reengineer labs and materials
Add digital resources and support

Ease of Use

Simplify procedures with new or improved materials
Convert some labs to demo or video
Add Teacher Prep Videos 

Less Prep and 
Instruction Time

Fewer materials
Less expensive materials
Digital options

Reduce Cost of Kits

Additional Safety Guidance
Include PPE in kits
Replace and/or reduce some chemicals

Add Safety 
Measures

Enhanced ADA features
Maintain UDL standards
Materials meet adoption standards

Enhance 
Accessibility



Carolina Development Plan
Review unit 

and test 
materials

Draft unit 
development 

plan
Test new 
materials

OSE Initial 
Review and 

Approval

Finalize 
Development 

Plan

Draft new 
instructional 

materials
Develop new 

assets
OSE Midpoint 
Review and 

Approval

Design, edit, 
and format 

new materials

ADA 
compliance 
screening

Develop and 
test digital 

content

OSE Final 
Review and 
Certification



Redesigned Teacher Guide 

Portrait layout with ADA compliant 
colors and fonts.



Redesigned Teacher Guide 

Reorganized content
Chunked text



Redesigned Teacher Guide 

Improved labeling
Point-of-use callouts



Redesigned Teacher Guide 

Improved quality of icons, photos 
and graphics



Redesigned Teacher Guide 

Improved quality of graphics



• Two banker boxes
• Teacher prep ~20 mins per group 

(2.5-3 hours total)

6.1 Light & Matter 

• One cardboard box
• Teacher prep ~10 mins per group; 

recommend that students do setup

 Fewer materials
 Cut prep time in half or more
 Better storage option



• Teachers make100’s bath bombs 
(one per student x 4 recipes)

• Students test all 4 bath bombs

7.1 Chemical Reactions

• Teachers make 160 bath bombs
• Students test first round of bath 

bombs, then observe subsequent 
bombs via video

 Fewer consumable materials
 Cut prep time in half (or 

more)
 Less instructional time



• Electrolysis setup made of 
expensive individual materials

• Difficult and time-consuming to 
set up

7.1 Chemical Reactions

• Carolina proprietary micro 
electrolysis apparatus

 Less expensive
 Set up in 5 mins



8.2 Sound Waves



OpenSciEd Launch PD

Day 1: Phenomena and Questions
Introduction Session



OpenSciEd units are based on a science storyline.
● Each step is driven by students’ questions that arise from 

phenomena

OpenSciEd Instructional Model



OpenSciEd Instructional Model

All units have an anchoring phenomenon 
or problem.
This results in student-driven questions, 
ideas and initial explanations that are 
then explored in future lessons. 



This is the first routine of the OpenSciEd curriculum to position students 
in making sense of a phenomenon, grounding all students in a common 
experience and raising student questions.

Anchoring Phenomenon Routine

Element #1: 
Explore the 
phenomenon

Element #2: 
Attempt to 
make sense

Element #3: 
Identify related 
phenomenon

Element #4 
Questions and 
next steps



Student hat: Thinking like a kid.  
What do you anticipate a middle 
school student might think? What 
might they say?  Channel your 
inner middle schooler.

Teacher hat: Reflecting on 
pedagogical approach, 
instructional routines, classroom 
culture, logistics/supports, NGSS, 
etc...

Switching hats



Anchoring Phenomena Routine Tracker

Student hat 

Teacher hat



Welcome 6th Grade 
Students!





Explore an Interesting Phenomenon
Slide A

Watch the video closely and record 
things you notice and wonder about.

INDIVIDUAL           WHOLE CLASS

Make a 2-column chart 
on a blank page on the 
left side of your science 
notebook and record 
what you notice and 
wonder about.

https://youtu.be/ocs6BXQPOgg


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocs6BXQPOgg


Share Noticings and Wonderings
Slide B

What did you notice happening in the video?
What did you wonder about?



What do we think is happening?
Slide C

Turn and Talk
● Why do the adults see the music student? 
● Why does the music student see themself and 

not the adult?



Initial Explanations
Slide D

What “parts” or “components” from the scene in 
the video do we think are important for explaining 
the phenomenon? 

What’s not important?

What are we not certain about?



Develop a Diagram
Slide E

Create a diagram to explain as much as 
you know about the two questions.

❏ Include all the important parts we 
agreed on and label them.

❏ Use pictures, symbols, and words to 
explain how the parts interact to 
cause the phenomenon.

❏ Record questions that you have if 
you become stuck.

Mirror-Window Phenomenon
Why do the adults see the 
music student? 
Why does music student see 
themself and not the 
adults?

Write these two questions in your science notebook: 
● Why do the adults see the music student? 
● Why does the music student see themself and not the ad

Mirror-Window Diagram



A scale modelis a physical representation of 
something in the world. It can help us explain 
phenomena or solve problems.

Slide H

Navigation

Where have you seen 
or used scale models 
in your life?

Students would recall prior experiences and consider parts 
that should be represented in scale model.



Slide I

Mapping the Model to the _______
This part of the box 
model ...

is like this part of the real 
world ...

because ... and is not like it because ...



● Add the ceiling, walls, and an 
overhead light to room A.

● Peak through the viewing 
holes for room A and record 
what you see.

● Then peak through the 
viewing holes for room B and 
record what you see.

Slide J

Investigate Using the Box Model
Locate your Notice and Wonder chart. 
Draw a line below your last noticing 
from the video. Add noticings from the 
Box Model Investigation to your chart.

1. Turn on the flashlight for 
Room A.

2. Peek through the viewing hole 
for Room A. Record noticings 
to your Notice and Wonder 
chart.

3. Peek through the viewing hole 
for Room B. Record noticings.

4. Turn off the flashlight.

5. Add wonderings to your chart.

6. If time allows, remove Room A 
from the box model.

Mirror-Window Phenomenon Mirror-Window Diagram

Box 
model

Video
Why do the adults see the music student? 
Why does the music student see themself 
and not the adults?



Noticings from the Box Model Investigation
Slide K

◉ What was similar between what you saw in the 
video and what you saw in the box model?

◉ What was different? 

◉ What new things did you notice in the box 

model?





1. Related Phenomenon (1 min)
○ What other experiences have you had, or what objects have you seen, that the video and   

model remind you of?

1. Driving Question Board (2 min)
○ Post 1 or more post-its with questions you have about the video or related phenomena. 
○ Read the questions that others posted.

1. Ideas for Investigation (1 min)
○ What investigations could we do in our class to help us gather data to answer some of our 

questions on the Driving Question Board?

Slide R

In the Jamboard/ On Post-it Notes



Slide Y

Where to next?

If we switch the light from Room A to Room B, what do we 
predict will happen?

We have a mission to accomplish as a class!
❏ Our questions represent what we hope to figure out.
❏ Our ideas for investigations and sources of data will help us.



Welcome Back Educators!







Purpose of Our Consensus Discussion
Slide O

The goal of this discussion is to figure out areas of 
agreement and disagreement in our diagrams.

We also want to practice our norms. 

Our discussion is guided by these questions:

◉ What do we all seem to agree on?
◉ What do we disagree on?
◉ What are some new ideas that we may want to 

consider?



1. Respectful: Our classroom is a safe space to share
2. Equitable: Everyone’s participation and ideas are 

valuable
3. Committed to our community: We learn together
4. Moving our science thinking forward: We work to 

figure things out

Co-develop norms for consensus-building discussion



Slide N

Classroom Norms
Respectful

Our classroom is a safe 
space to share.

● We provide each other with support and encouragement.
● We share our time to talk. We do this by giving others time to think and share.
● We critique the ideaswe are working with but not the peoplewe are working with.

Equitable

Everyone’s participation 
and ideas are valuable.

● We monitor our own time spent talking.
● We encourage others’ voices who we have not heard from yet. 
● We recognize and value that people think, share, and represent their ideas in different ways.

Committed to our 
community

We learn together. 

● We come prepared to work toward a common goal.  
● We share our own thinking to help us all learn.
● We listen carefully and ask questions to help us understand everyone’s ideas.
● We speak clearly and loud enough so everyone can hear. 

Moving our science 
thinking forward 

We work together to 
figure things out.

● We use and build on others’ ideas.
● We use evidence to support our ideas, ask for evidence from others, and suggest ways to get 

additional evidence.
● We are open to changing our minds.
● We challenge ourselves to think in new ways.



Initial Class Consensus Model to Explain the Ph
Slide P

Questions we are trying to answer:

● Why do the adults see the music 
student? 

● Why does the music student see 
themself and not the adults?



Turn and Talk

● What other experiences have you had, or 
what objects have you seen, that the video 
and the box model remind you of?

Slide R

Brainstorm Related Phenomena



Slide S

Home Learning: Self-Documentation
Phenomenon: An object, like the one-way mirror, 
looks different in different conditions.

Where do you see a similar thing in your life? your ho  
your neighborhood or community?

Take a photo or hand-draw one example.

Bring your example to class to build a set of related 
phenomena.

Students would complete and share on Day 3 of Lesso  
We will build on Day 3 of PD.



Slide T

Types of Questions to Ask
All questions are welcomed!
As you write your question(s), ask yourself these questions:
● If we answer this question, will it help us explain the 

phenomenon?
● Can we investigate this question to learn more about the 

phenomenon?
● Can it be answered with a yes or no? If so, can I write it in 

a different way? 
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